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Abstract

This paper con�rms the �nding of Browning and Meghir ������ �who use United Kingdom

microdata�� that commodity demands are not separable from labor supply variables� using Canadian

microdata� They also present evidence that omitting these labor supply variables from demand

models seriously biases estimated price� expenditure and child status e�ects�

However� closer examination of this latter issue indicates that the magnitude of biases is greater

when using instrumental variables to capture the labor supply e�ects� than merley including the

labor supply variables themselves�
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� Introduction

In an innovative and in�uential paper� Browning and Meghir ������ present estimation results

for a conditional demand system that is an extension of Pollak�s ������ ���� conditional demand

approach� The conditioning �goods� are labor supply variables� the labor force participation status

�employed versus not employed� and the usual hours of work per week of the husband and the wife�

Browning and Meghir �hereafter� BM� show how a test for the separability of commodity demands

from these labor supply variables can be carried out� in a relatively simple manner� Using data

from the United Kingdom Family Expenditure Survey �FES� for ��� through ��
�� they �nd that

separability is rejected� Furthermore� they present evidence which they interpret as establishing

that ignoring the e�ects of labor supply variables in estimating household demand models can lead

to substantial biases in estimated price and expenditure e�ects� as well as in estimated child status

e�ects�

In our study� the BM rejection of separability of commodity demands from labor supply variables

is replicated using data from the ��
�� ��
� and ��
� Canadian Family Expenditure Surveys

�FAMEX�� This study also explores the consequences of instrumenting the labor supply and total

expenditure variables in the conditional demand model� as BM do� We �nd the apparent magnitudes

of the biases due to omitting the labor supply variables are greatly a�ected by whether the labor

supply variables are directly entered� or instrumented�

Section � outlines the modelling approach used in the BM study� and Section � discusses their

instrumental variables �IV� treatment of the labor supply and total expenditure variables� Section �

describes our data and variables� The estimated models are given in Section 	� and our separability

results are presented in Secion �� Con�icting evidence concerning the severity of coe�cient bias

problems is considered in Section � Section 
 concludes� Summary statistics and complete sets of

our estimated coe�cients are shown in the Appendix�

� The Browning�Meghir Study

��� Formulation

Three categories of variables are de�ned in the BM study� goods of interest� with the quantity

and price vectors� q and p respectively� conditioning goods� with the quantity and price vectors h
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and r respectively� and demographic variables� denoted by the vector� a� As BM show� if the goods

of interest are weakly separable from the conditioning goods� then the conditional demand system

has the form

qi � fi�p� a� y� ���

where y is the total expenditure on the goods of interest� When the goods of interest are not

separable from the conditioning goods� then the conditional demand system has the form

qi � fi�p� h� a� y� ���

Hence a simple test of weak separability consists of testing whether the demands �qi� depend on

the quantities of the conditioning goods �h� after controlling for the prices of the goods of interest

�p�� the total expenditure on these goods �y�� and the relevant demographic factors �a��

In the empirical portion of the BM study� the categories of goods of interest are Food� Alcohol�

Fuel� Clothing� Transportation� Services and Other Goods� As noted in Section �� the conditioning

goods are represented by the weekly hours of work for the husband and for the wife �hm and hf

respectively�� and dummy variables for the employment status of the husband and the wife �dm

set equal to � when hm � �� and df set equal to � when hf � ��� The demographic variables in

the BM study are the numbers of children aged ��� and 	��
� the age of the wife� three dummy

variables for the birth cohort of the husband �for pre������ ������� and �����	� respectively��

three seasonal dummy variables� and ten regional dummy variables� The total expenditure variable

�y� is de�ned to be the aggregate expenditure on the seven categories of goods if interest� de�ated

by a household�speci�c price index�

Using an Almost Ideal parameterisation �see Deaton and Muellbauer� ��
��� the typical budget�

share equation in the BM study is given by

wi � �i�hm� hf � dm� df � a� �
X

j

�ij ln pj � �i�hm� hf � dm� df � a� ln y � �� ���

where �i denotes an error term� BM impose both homogeneity and symmetry� That is� they impose

the conditions that
P

j �ij � � for all i� and �ij � �ji for all i �� j� The Other Goods equation

is dropped to accommodate adding up� In the tables in BM� estimates of the �i�s and the �ij�s

are presented under the sub�heading of intercept coe�cients� while the estimates of the �i�s are
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presented under the sub�heading total expenditure coe�cients� We also follow this practice in the

tables in this paper�

��� Use of Instrumental Variables

BM state that�

An immediate reaction to a conditional demand system of the form given � � � is that it

includes variables on the right�hand side that may be endogenous for the budget share

equations � � � In the demand system we estimate there are �ve �potentially� endogenous

variables� These are� male and female hours of work� male and female participation�

and total expenditure � � � To identify the parameters in the system we assume that�

conditional on total expenditure and the labor variables� asset income and education

do not enter the demand system� Given this assumption the model is identi�ed �using

these instruments and other functions of them � � ��

Browning and Meghir� ����� pp� ��������

The complete set of instruments that they use to compute predicted values for the male and female

labor supply variables and total expenditure are�

� male and female education� and education squared

� male age and male age squared

� female age squared

� the numbers of children in each of four age groups

� asset income� and asset income squared

� the asset income variables crossed with each of the four child status variables

� the log price variables for the seven categories of goods crossed with the total number of children

� survey year dummy variables

� all of the remaining variables on the right�hand side of the budget�share equations except� of

course� the labor supply and total expenditure variables�
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The nature of the instrument set chosen in the BM study is typical of the demand literature

approach to the possible endogeneity of explanatory variables� However� this methodology raises

the possibility of a loss of precision due to multicollinearity� owing to the cross�product terms

which are included� and their consequent correlation with included right�hand side variables not

considered endogenous�� This issue will be discussed in more detail later�

� Our Data� Demand System and Variables

Our data are drawn from the ��
�� ��
� and ��
� FAMEX surveys� Only households that are

married couple families with the husband and wife both between the ages of �
 and �	 are included

in our estimation data sample� Households with self�employed adults have also been excluded�

Table A�I in the Appendix shows the numbers of households in our estimation sample by survey

year and child status� while Table A�II shows the numbers of households by the work status of the

husband or the wife� and the household child status�

Our demand system is for four categories of household expenditures that are designated as�

Food� Clothing� Utilities and Services� Further details of the types of expenditures included in each

of the four categories are given in Table I� An Almost Ideal parameterisation is used� as in the BM

study� Hence the basic form of our budget�share equations is given by ����

Our price variables were formed by �rst using Statistics Canada inter�city retail price indexes

for more disaggregate expenditure categories to form regional price indexes� and then aggregating

these to form price variables for our aggregate expenditure variables �see Nicol� ��
�� for details��

As measures of the amounts of labor supplied by those who were employed� we use variables for

the number of full�time and the number of part�time weeks of work in the given years� Our data

source provides no hours of work information�

We use three dummy variables to denote husbands aged ������ 	��	� and �� and over respec�

tively� These dummy variables are roughly comparable to the cohort dummy variables in the BM

�The endogeneity of explanatory variables also arises frequently in the empirical labor economics literature� The

problem there is similar to the kind of endogeneity which is likely in this study� Nakamura and Nakamura ������

survey this and other issues as they relate to the e�ects of children on female labor supply� Many of the observations

of Nakamura and Nakamura ������ regarding the endogeneity of explanatory variables in the labour economics

literature� and the ways of controlling for that endogeneity� are relevant to our paper�
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study� Also� like BM� we include regional dummy variables� These are for the Atlantic Provinces�

Qu�ebec� the Prairie Provinces� and British Columbia �the omitted category is Ontario��

	 Four Estimated Models

We wish to examine the consequences of including or omitting the labor supply variables� More

speci�cally� we want to test the hypothesis of weak separability of commodity demands from the

labor supply variables� and to explore the nature of the omitted variable biases if weak separability

is rejected�

The BM test of weak separability and their evidence on omitted variable bias is conditional on

the maintained hypothesis that the labor supply and expenditure variables are endogenous and the

choice of an instrument set for these variables� With this in mind� a second objective of our study

is to gain insight into the potential importance of the presumption and treatment of endogeneity

in the BM study� In order to do this� we present estimation results for four model variants� rather

than two as BM do� Our estimated models are�

�� full budget�share equations with the labor supply and total expenditure variables included

with these entered directly� rather than instrumented� termed the full	direct model�

�� budget�share equations with the labor supply variables omitted and the total expenditure

variables entered directly� termed the restricted	direct model�

�� budget�share equations with the labor supply variables omitted and the total expenditure

variables instrumented� termed the restricted	IV model�

�� full budget�share equations with the labor supply variables included and with these and the

total expenditure variables instrumented� termed the full	IV model�

In our terminology� BM present separability test results based on the full	IV model� and draw

their conclusions about the magnitude of omitted variable coe�cient bias problems when the labor

supply variables are omitted from comparisons between estimation results for the full	IV and the

restricted	IV models�

The instrument set we have used for our full	IV and restricted	IV model variants is in accord

with the instrument set used by BM� The variables we use as instruments are�

	



� dummy variables for male and female education at di�erent levels

� male age� and male age squared

� female age squared

� the numbers of children in each of six age groups

� asset income� and asset income squared

� the asset income variables crossed with each of the six child status variables

� the log price variables for the four expenditure categories of goods� crossed with the total number

of children

� housing tenure

� survey year dummy variables

� all of the remaining variables on the right�hand side of the budget�share equations except� of

course� the labor supply and total expenditure variables�

The coe�cient estimates �all multiplied by ���� for the full	IV and full	directmodels are shown in

Table A�III in the Appendix� and the coe�cient estimates for the restricted	IV and restricted	direct

models are shown in Table A�IV� In both of these tables� t�statistics based on heteroskedasticity�

robust standard errors are given in parentheses below the coe�cient estimates� Test results and

selected groups of the estimated coe�cients are discussed in the following sections of the paper�


 Rejection of Separability

If the demands for the commodities of interest are weakly separable from labor supply� then

the coe�cient estimates for the labor supply variables should be insigni�cantly di�erent from zero�

But which are the appropriate estimates of the labor supply coe�cients�those from the full	IV or

those from the full	direct model�
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�� Results with Instrumental Variables

BM implicitly assume that if the demands for the commodities of interest are not weakly

separable from labor supply� then the labor supply variables �and total expenditure� must be

jointly and simultaneously determined along with the commodity demands in the current time

period� If this is the case� then coe�cient estimates for directly included labor supply variables

may be biased estimates of the true labor supply e�ects and may yield misleading results for tests

of labor supply e�ects on the commodity demands� Hence the separability test results that BM

show are for the full	IV model�

Our labor supply coe�cient estimates for the full	IV model are shown in columns �� � and 	

of Table II� For each expenditure category� it can be seen that many of the full	IV labor supply

coe�cient estimates are signi�cantly di�erent from zero� at least at an 
� percent con�dence level�

System wide separability test results for the full	IVmodel� for the exclusion of all and of subsets

of the labor supply variables� are shown in the top half of Table III� These test statistics are based on

the Wald principle� and use a heteroskedasticity�robust estimate of the variance�covariance matrix

for the estimated parameters� Corresponding test results to those shown in Table III were also

computed without correcting the variance�covariance matrix for heteroskedasticity� The pattern of

results is identical to what is shown in Table III� The labor supply variables are signi�cant as a

group for the full	IV model�

The implication of both the Table II and the Table III test results for the full	IV model is

that the BM rejection of weak separability for commodity demands from labor supply variables is

supported�


�� Results with Labor Supply and Expenditure Variables Directly Included

Of course� the current endogeneity of right hand side variables in no way means that a particular

instrumental variables treatment of those variables will eliminate all endogeneity bias problems�

Some of the variables in the instrument set may be correlated with the true disturbance term�s��

Tests for this will essentially depend on assertions that yet another set of variables are uncorrelated

with the true disturbance term�s�� What this means is that there is no certain way of proving the

validity of the instrumental variables treatment for the labor supply variables in the full	IV model�





in either this study or the BM one�� Nor is it necessarily the case that the IV estimates of the

labor supply coe�cients in the full	IV budget�share equations are less biased in comparison with

the labor supply coe�cient estimates for the full	direct model� Furthermore� as researchers using

Monte Carlo experimentation are well aware� the mean�squared error �MSE� for biased estimators

can often be smaller than the MSE for other� consistent estimators of the same parameters�

One reason for the foregoing type of MSE result is that bias can be larger in small samples for

consistent estimators than inconsistent ones� Also� in the present situation� additional �noise� in

the instrumental variables increases standard errors� There is the possibility of multicollinearity

of constructed regressors with exogenous regressors causing standard errors to be even higher� A

comparison of correlations between exogenous right hand side variables and endogenous right hand

side variables under two conditions illustrates this� The replacement variables under instrumental

variables estimation are much more highly correlated with right hand side exogenous variables than

the original� endogenous right hand side variables� Consequently� precision of the full	IV estimates

is not only reduced for the usual reason associated with IV estimation� but also because the columns

�design matrix� for full	IV estimation are highly correlated� This is also likely to be the case in

the BM study� as they follow the usual practice in this literature for their choice of instruments�

as discussed earlier� In our study� we also follow this approach� since we are replicating the BM

methodology in the context of Canadian microdata��

�In working paper versions of the published BM article� it is clear they had some problems in determining an

appropriate set of instruments� That is� tests of the identi	ability of the model parameters rejected exclusion of

groups of the initial instrument set� However� non
rejection of the null hypothesis that instruments can be excluded

can still be problematic� In analytical and Monte Carlo work� Cragg and Donald ������ found that the actual

size of certain identi	ability tests can be orders of magnitude smaller than their nominal size� This gives cold

comfort in situations where one observes non
rejection of identi	ability restrictions� rather than indicating correct

model speci	cation� such test results could merely be signalling non
identi	ability� Thus� the instrument set cannot

be excluded perhaps because they are highly correlated with the variables they are intended to replace� yet still

correlated with the model�s disturbances� In such a case� using the �endogenous� variables is likely to be preferable

to using the �instruments�� since the latter su�er from the same problem as the former� yet induce larger biases than

the variables they are intended to replace �since instrumental variables estimators will� in general� be biased� and

have large variances��
�As mentioned above� the empirical labor economics literature is also faced with the problem of dealing with

endogenous explanatory variables� While looking for other instrumental variables is one way of dealing with a poor






Another possible factor contributing to the imprecision of the full	IV and restricted	IV estimates

is the low correlation between some of the instrumental variables and the endogenous variables they

replace� That is� the multiple correlation coe�cients for many on the endogenous variables� when

regressed on the instrument set� were very low� This indicates that the instrumental variables

are not very good proxies for the variables which they are replacing� Unfortunately� little can be

done about this since� in the BM study� all potentially appropriate variables were included in the

instrument set for this study� given the data sets being used�

These considerations lead us to be interested in comparing coe�cient estimates for the labor

supply variables and both t�test and system wide test results for the signi�cance of labor supply

e�ects� for the full	direct versus the full	IV model� There is a second reason for our interest in this

comparison� It seems conceivable that labor supply �and also total expenditure� may be adjusted

less frequently than demands for speci�c goods categories within the expenditure bundle� From

this perspective� the labor supply variables could a�ect the demands for the commodities of interest

without being jointly determined in the current period with the commodity demands� That is� it

seems possible that the weak separability of commodity demands from labor supply is false� but

that the labor supply variables are predetermined rather than being current endogenous variables�

Our labor supply estimates for the full	direct model are shown in columns �� � and � of Table II�

For each expenditure category� it can be seen that many of the full	direct labor supply coe�cient

estimates are signi�cantly di�erent from zero at least at an 
� percent con�dence level� Also�

system wide separability test results for the full	direct model are shown in the bottom half of Table

III� These results imply that the labor supply variables are signi�cant as a group for the full	direct

model�

Thus� the weak separability of demands for the goods of interest and labor supply is rejected

choice of instruments� the empirical labor economics literature provides examples of other approaches� Rosenzweig and

Wolpin ������ use the exogenous variation of multiple births as an instrument in a life
cycle labor supply model� On

the other hand� Rosenzweig and Schultz ������ use a �fecundity factor� as an element in the estimation of the child


status e�ects variables included in a model of female labor supply� Since female labor supply is strongly in�uenced

by child
status e�ects� as documented in the empirical labor economics literature� the approaches of Rosenzweig and

Wolpin ������ and Rosenzweig and Schultz ������ could be modi	ed to deal with the endogeneity of labor force

participation variables in a demand model�

�



whether or not the labor supply variables �and total expenditure� are treated as being current

endogenous variables�

� Con�icting Evidence on the Severity of the Coecient Bias Problems

��� The BM Evidence on Bias Severity

Having rejected the separability of commodity demands and labor supply� BM explore how

omitting the labor supply variables a�ects the estimated values of coe�cients for key variables in

the demand model� They compare the coe�cient estimates for the full	IV model� the restricted	IV

model� and for a third model that includes the instrumented dummy variables for participation in

the work force but not the weekly hours variables� They draw the following general conclusions�

Estimates of demand that only take account of participation �and not hours� are likely

biased� Estimates of demand that ignore labor supply altogether are subject to even

more bias�

Browning and Meghir� ����� p� ����

These conclusions are important� if correct� because most previous demand studies do ignore labor

supply altogether� In this section� the nature of the evidence on which these conclusions are based

is re�examined�

BM focus on the price and child status coe�cient estimates in reaching their bias conclusions�

The estimation of price responses has been a central concern in the demand analysis literature� As

for the child status coe�cients� BM write�

One area that we conjectured would be subject to biased inference if we ignore labor

supply information was the e�ects of children on demand� The presence of children �and

particularly young children� is highly correlated with the participation regime� Given

this� we would expect that ignoring the participation variable would cause signi�cant

changes in the coe�cients on children�

Browning and Meghir� ����� p� ����

BM focus on the di�erences in the values for their full	IV and restricted	IV coe�cient estimates

for the price and child status variables� The assumption underlying their analysis of these coe�cient
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di�erences is that the di�erences are due to bias problems with the restricted	IV estimates that are

caused by the omission of the labor supply variables from that model�

��� Our Full�IV and Restricted�IV Coe�cient Estimates

Our full	IV estimates are shown in column � of Table IV for the price variable coe�cients and in

column � of Table V for the child status variable coe�cients� The corresponding restricted model

coe�cient estimates are shown in column � of Table IV for the price variables and in column � of

Table V for the child status variables� These are coe�cient estimates for our restricted	IV model�

with the labor supply variables omitted and the total expenditure variables instrumented� which

corresponds to the BM restricted model�

BM focus on the di�erences they �nd between their full	IV and restricted	IV models� Looking

at our full	IV �column �� and restricted	IV �column �� price coe�cient estimates in Table IV� the

sign patterns are the same but the magnitudes of the estimated coe�cients exhibit large percentage

di�erences� Also� fewer of the full	IV price coe�cient estimates are found to be signi�cantly di�erent

from zero� Looking now at our full	IV and restricted	IV child status coe�cient estimates in Table

V� there are di�erences in the sign patterns as well as the magnitudes� and far fewer of the full	IV

coe�cient estimates are found to be signi�cantly di�erent from zero �only two� even with a ���

critical region��

Like BM� we could interpret the observed di�erences between our full	IV and restricted	IV coef�

�cient estimates as being due to omitted variable biases in the restricted	IV estimates attributable

to the omission of the labor supply variables�

��� Our Full�Direct and Restricted�Direct Coe�cient Estimates

Our full	direct and restricted	direct coe�cient estimates are shown in columns � and � of Table

IV for the price variables and in columns � and � of Table V for the child status variables� We

�nd these two sets of coe�cient estimates� for the full	direct and restricted	direct models� to be

very similar for both the price and the child status variables� The sign patterns are identical�

the patterns for coe�cients that are signi�cant are identical� and the numerical di�erences for the

corresponding pairs of coe�cient estimates are small in comparison with the di�erences between

the full	IV and restricted	IV coe�cient estimates�

Suppose there really are numerically important omitted variable biases in the coe�cient esti�
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mates for the price and child status variables when the labor supply variables are left out of the

budget�share equations� That is� suppose the labor supply variables do belong in the budget�share

equations and� furthermore� that they are correlated with the included price and child status vari�

ables so that part of the e�ect of the labor supply variables will be spuriously captured by the

price and child status coe�cient estimates if the labor supply variables are omitted� If this is why

the full	IV and restricted	IV estimates for the price and child status coe�cients di�er� then we

would also expect the full	direct and restricted	direct price and child status coe�cient estimates to

di�er for the same reason� though the pattern of the di�erences might be altered somewhat if the

coe�cient estimates for the full	direct and restricted	direct models are also a�ected by biases due

to the endogeneity of the labor supply �and total expenditure� variables�

The above observations raise interesting questions� One might argue that the di�erence between

the full	direct and restricted	direct estimates in Tables IV and V should be larger� given the omitted

variable bias which must be present in the restricted	direct estimates� However� it could be countered

that the biases due to endogeneity of some explanatory variables are su�ciently large as to dominate

the omitted variable bias associated with excluding labor force variables� It is our contention

that this is not likely� There are biases present due to excluding labor force variables� due to

other omitted variables� and due to the endogeneity of explanatory variables in the restriced	direct

estimation results� There is� however� no a priori reason to suspect that one of these biases is

substantially larger than the other� Indeed� the focus of the BM paper� with its emphasis on the

di�erence between the full	IV and restricted	IV results� and the arguments BM present indicate

a pre�occupation with biases resulting from omitting the labor force variables� The orientation

of their discussion and the results they present emphasise the importance of omitted variables

bias and do not suggest that biases associated with endogeneity of explanatory variables might

be particularly large� Furthermore� the results we present above regarding multicollinearity of the

exogenous regressors with the generated instruments� and the correlation between the instruments

and the variables they replace suggest that the IV results have larger MSE�s than the non�IV

results�

The foregoing discussion and the results in Tables IV and V suggests that the di�erences in the

coe�cient estimates for the full	IV and restricted	IVmodels reported by BM and also in the previous
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subsection of this paper are due primarily to a loss of precision due to the use of instrumental

variables �particularly for the full	IV model� rather than to bias problems from the omission of

the labor supply variables in the restricted model� This is supported by our observations that

the generated regressor instruments are highly collinear with the other explanatory variables� and

that the instruments themselves are generally weakly correlated with the variables they are used to

instrument� Thus� our study replicates the BM rejection of the separability of commodity demands

from labor supply� but raises questions about the conclusion that the omission of labor supply

variables from budget�share equations will result in empirically important omitted variable bias

problems� Rather� our results suggest that the inclusion of labor supply variables which are viewed

as endogenous and hence are instrumented can lead to biases and losses of precision in estimation

that are far more serious from the perspective of obtaining reliable point estimates of the coe�cients

of the budget�share equations than the omitted variable bias problems that might result from the

omission of the labor supply variables� This speculative conclusion is further supported by the

prediction results presented in the following section�

� Prediction of Actual Budget�Shares

Muellbauer ���� challenges researchers to examine the ability of their estimated demand

systems to predict budget�shares for di�erent types of households�

Econometricians rarely report R��s for budget�shares� often one suspects out of embar�

rassment � � �

Muellbauer� ��� p� ����

�� Our Results

Our demand share equations were estimated using pooled observations for households with

di�erent work status attributes �both worked� dm � �� df � �� husband only worked� dm � ��

df � �� wife only worked� dm � �� df � �� neither worked dm � �� df � ��� It is interesting to

examine the capacity of our estimated equations for our di�erent models to predict the pattern of

actual average budget�shares for these di�erent types of households for each commodity group�

Actual budget�shares are shown in row � for each commodity group panel of Table VI� Notice

that the actual budget�shares for the dm � �� df � � and dm � �� df � � categories always lie
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between the dm � �� df � � and dm � �� df � � ones� except for the Utilities commodity group�

That is� the actual expenditure shares for the families where only the man or only the woman worked

lie between the expenditure shares for the two�worker families and the families where neither the

man nor the woman worked�

Predicted budget�shares for the full	direct� restricted	direct� restricted	IV and full	IV models are

shown in rows ��	 of each commodity group panel� The values for the full	direct and restricted	direct

models all follow essentially the same patterns as the actual values� This is not the case� however�

for the full	IV model� For instance� for the four work status categories� the actual average budget�

shares for Clothing are ����� �������
 and ����� with the largest budget�share for the dm � ��

df � � category and the smallest for the dm � �� df � � category� The corresponding full	direct

budget�shares are ����� ���� ���� and ����� and the restricted	direct shares are ����� ����� ���� and

���	� These patterns are therefore identical for the actual budget�shares� compared to the pattern

for the full	direct or restricted	direct predicted budget�shares� In contrast� for the full	IV� model

the average budget�shares for Clothing are ����� ��
	� ��		 and ����� with the largest budget�share

for the dm � �� df � � category� and smallest for the dm � �� df � � category� and with a smaller

budget share for the dm � �� df � � category than for the dm � �� df � � one� These predicted

shares patterns are thus markedly di�erent from the actual budget�shares�

The rankings of the budget�shares from largest ���� to smallest ���� over the four employment

status categories are shown in parentheses in Table VI� The correspondences between the actual

budget�shares and the predicted budget�shares for each empirical model can be summarized by the

rank correlations� for which values are shown in the last column of Table VI� A rank correlation of

�
� or higher indicates a signi�cant positive relationship between the actual and predicted budget�

share ranks for a one�tailed critical region of ��	� Using this criterion� the predicted budget�shares

for the full	direct and the restricted	directmodels are signi�cantly correlated with the actual budget�

shares for all four commodity groups� while the only signi�cant positive correlation for the full	IV

model is for Services�

Based on the above discussion� it is clear that the full	direct and restricted	direct models yield

more accurate budget�share predictions than the full	IV and restricted	IV models� It is true that�

by construction� on average full	direct estimation will yield more precise predictions than full	IV

��



estimation� However� the comparisons being made in Table VI relate to predictions for sub�groups

of observations� which are sub�sets of the complete sample� In this setting� there is no a priori reason

to expect the full	direct estimates to yield superior predictions� In particular� in these samples of

predictions� there exist sub�sets of observations for which full	IV prediction is better than full	direct

prediction� In the context of this study� however� we are interested in a comparison of predictive

power in work status sub�group categories� For the type of classi�cation of observations given the

current sample� however� it turns out that full	direct predictions are superior to full	IV predictions

on the basis of the rank correlation criterion��

�� The BM Results

BM also show actual budget�shares and the predicted budget shares for their full	IV model�

They show the actual and predicted �gures in separate tables� and on di�erent pages of their

paper� Their discussion centers mostly on the predicted �gures� and they do not compare their

predicted budget�shares with their actual budget�shares� In Table VII� we show the BM actual and

predicted �gures together� making comparisons more convenient�

We see �rst of all that one of the generalizations that BM note for their predicted budget�shares

does not hold for the actual budget�shares� examined by work status strata �both work� only man

works� only woman works� neither works�� For the predicted budget�shares� BM note�

There are important di�erences in the budget share predictions for most goods and

some of these are di�erent from those for the means as reported in Table I �the actual

budget�shares�� There is no strong pattern to the di�erences between the four strata�

in particular we �nd no support for the idea that strata ����� and ����� �the two single

worker strata� are convex combinations of strata ����� and ����� �the strata for families

where both the man and woman work and for those where neither works��

Browning and Meghir� ����� p� ����

That is� BM note that their predicted budget�shares for families where only the man or only the

woman works do not lie between the shares for the two worker families and the families where
�When using microdata or panel data� in
sample predictive comparisons can often provide useful insights� in

addition to the information obtained from out
of
sample prediction� See Heckman and Walker ������ p� ������ for a

discussion of this issue�

�	



neither the man nor the woman works� But the actual budget�shares for their British data do

follow this pattern �except for the Other Goods category�� just as both the actual budget�shares

and the full	direct and restricted	direct predictions do for our Canadian data�

The rankings of the budget�shares from largest ���� to smallest ���� over the four employment

status categories are shown in parentheses in Table VII� The corresponding rank correlations� given

in the last column of the table� are signi�cantly positive for only the Fuel and the Other Goods

commodity categories� Thus� from a predictive perspective� BM�s full	IV model performs very

poorly� as is also the case for our full	IV model�

One reason for this could be a loss of precision in the estimation of the coe�cients of the

full	IV model for the same reasons we �nd reduced precision of our estimates in this study� That

is� increased noise due to the use of poor instruments� and increased multicollinearity amongst

the instrumented variables and the exogenous explanatory variables� If this is so� then their bias

�ndings may also be highly imprecise�

� Conclusions

The BM study is signi�cant work� since it is one of the few pieces of research in applied demand

analysis where the importance of labor supply e�ects on commodity demands is considered� That

these e�ects are potentially substantial is not questioned in this paper� Indeed� our results support

this �nding of BM �and� more recently� Kaiser� ����� using German data� and Nicol� ���	� using

United States data�� We do� however� believe that it makes a great deal of di�erence how labor force

variables are treated when included in a demand model� The evidence we present indicates that�

while such variables appear to be endogenous on the basis of standard test procedures� controlling

for this endogeneity by using instrumental variables of the type BM use does not necessarily reduce

bias to an acceptable level� and the concomitant loss of precision can contribute to interpretations

which are quite misleading�

The foregoing observation seems to be particularly problematic in the context of labor force

variables which are instrumented� In this paper� as in BM� we also instrument for total expenditure�

and other variables which interact with total expenditure� This treatment does not seem to lead

to such a large loss in precision as does instrumenting the labor force variables� This contention is

borne out by analysing individual response coe�cients� compared across estimation regimes� and

��



also when comparing the respective predictive accuracy across those regimes as well� Indeed� one

can see additional evidence of this in the study by Blundell� Pashardes and Weber ������� who

estimate a similar model with similar �FES� data to BM� In the Blundell� Pashardes and Weber

������� no labor force variables are included� but total expenditure variables are instrumented� It

is found in that case that prediction is fairly precise� relative to corresponding aggregate forecasts

of micro share equation predictions�

To conclude� while it seems clear that labor supply variables are important determinants of

demand� care must be exercised in the way in which these are handled when included in a demand

system� It is not obvious� on the basis of our evidence� that one ought to instrument these variables

when they are included� even if standard test results indicate their endogeneity� The purpose for

which estimates �of parameters� predictions� or anything else� are to be used should be taken into

account� to provide guidance on how to treat the labor force variables�
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Table I

Types of Expenditures in Each Expenditure Category

Food food consumed at home� alcoholic

beverages and tobacco products and smokers�

supplies�

Clothing men�s� women�s and children�s clothing and shoes�

Utilities water� household fuels� electricity and gasoline�

Services public transportation� health care services

presonal care services and supplies� household

operation and automobile servicing�

NOTE� Further details of the above expenditures are contained in the Statistics

Canada documentation for the public�use data tapes�
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Table II
Labor Supply Coe�cient Estimates for Full�IV and Full�Direct Models

Food Clothing Utilities
Labor Supply Variables IV Direct IV Direct IV Direct

Intercept Coe�cients�

Full�time weeks� husband ���� ����	 �
���d �����c ��	� ��
a

������ ���
�� ���
� ����
� ���	�� �
���
Part�time weeks� husband ����� ���	 ��
� ���� ���d �����

������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ����
�
Full�time weeks� wife �		c ���c ����� ����� ���� ����b

������ ����
� ������ ������ ����	� ������
Part�time weeks� wife ����d ����a ���� ����
c �
��� ����d

���
�� ������ ������ ������ ������ ���
��
Dummy for work� husband ������ ������c ������ ���� �

��
d �����

������ ����� ���	�� ������ ���
�� ����	�
Dummy for work� wife �����
c �����a �����c 	��d ������ ����

������ �
���� ���� ����� ������ �����

Total Expenditure Coe�cients�

Full�time weeks� husband ����� ���� ����d ���	b ���
� �����a

����
� ����
� ������ ����� ���	� �
��
Part�time weeks� husband ��
� ����� ����� ����� ���d ����

������ ������ ������ ���

� ���
�� ������
Full�time weeks� wife �����d ����	b ��
� ���� ��		 �����b

������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
Part�time weeks� wife ����� �����a ��
	 ���	c ���� ����d

������ �
���� ������ ������ ������ ���
��
Dummy for work� husband ���
 ���b �
�	
 ���
 ��	���d ��
�

������ ������ ������ ������ ���
� ������
Dummy for work� wife ����d ����a �
���� �����c �

�
� �����

����� �
���� ����� ����� ������ ������

Note� The superscripts a�d denote coe�cient estimates that are statistically
signi�cantly di�erent from zero using two�tailed critical regions of ����� �����
���� and ���� respectively�
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Table III
Hypothesis Test Results for Exclusion of Labor Supply

Variables for the Full�IV and Full�direct Models

Test Degrees of Upper�tail
Vairables Excluded Statistic Freedom Prob� Value

Full�IV Model Results

hm ������� �� 	�		
�
hf ���	�	� �� 	�		��
dm �	�	��� � 	�		��
df ��	��	 � 	�		
�
hm and hf ������	 �
 	�				
dm and df 
��	��� �� 	�				
hm� hf � dm and df �����
�� �� 	�				

Full�direct Model Results

hm ������ �� 	�				
hf ����
� �� 	�				
dm ������ � 	�
	�
df �	���
� � 	�		�

hm and hf �����
� �
 	�				
dm and df ������� �� 	�		
�
hm� hf � dm and df ������ �� 	�				

Note� The test statistics are asymptotically distributed as ���q�� with the indi�
cated degrees of freedom �q� in each case� If the null hypothesis is represented as
a linear hypothesis of the general form� R� � 	� where the full�IV or full�direct

unrestricted estimator is denoted as ��� then R��
A
� N�	���� Consequently� the

test statistics are calculated as ��TRT ����R��
A
� ���q�� if the null hypothesis is

true� The matrix� ��� is a heteroskedasticity�robust estimator of �� where the
heteroskedasticity is of unknown form�
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Table IV
Price Coe�cient Estimates for the Full and Restricted Models

Restricted� Restricted�
Price Variables Full�IV Full�Direct IV Direct

Food equation coe�cients�

Food price ����� ����d ��	� 
���
����� ���
� ������ ���	��

Clothing price ���
 ����b 
�	b 
�
b

������ ���� ����� ��	�
Utilities price ����� ����� ����� ���
�

������ ������ ����� �����
Services price ��	��c ����
a �����a �	���a

������ �
���� ������ �
����

Clothing equation coe�cients�

Food price ���
 ����a 
�	a 
�
a

����� ���
� ������ �����
Clothing price ���� ����	b ����b ���
�b

����� ����� ����� �����
Utilities price ���� 
��	c 
�	d 
���d

����
� ������ ���
�� ������
Services price ��
���c �	���b ����

b ������b

������ ��	� ��
�� �����

Utilities equation coe�cients�

Food price ����� ����� ����� ���
�
������ ����	� ����
� ������

Clothing price ���� 
��	 
�	 
���
���	� ������ ������ ����	�

Utilities price ��� ��	�a ���	a ���a

������ ����� ����� �����
Services price �	�� ���	�a ����
�a ������a

����
� ������ ������ ������

Note� The superscripts a�d denote coe�cient estimates that are statistically
signi�cantly di�erent from zero using two�tailed critical regions of ����� ���
�
���� and ��� respectively�
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Table V
Child Status Coe�cient Estimates for the Full and Restricted Models

Child Status Restricted� Restricted�
Variables Full�IV Full�Direct IV Direct

Food equation� intercept coe�cients

Children� ��� ��	
� �	��c ��	�� 	��c

��	��� ��	
�� ��	
� ��	
�
Children� ���
 ��	�� ��	��a ��	��a ��	�
a

��	��� �	��� ��	
� ��	���

Food equation� total expenditure coe�cients

Children� ��� ��	
� ��	��d ��	�� ��	��
��	��� ��	��� ��	��� ��	�
�

Children� ���
 ��	�� ��	��a ��	��a ��	��a

��	��� ��	��� ��	��� ��	�
�

Clothing equation� intercept coe�cients

Children� ��� ��	� �	��a ��	��c 	��c

��	��� ��	��� ��	
�� ��	���
Children� ���
 ��	�� ��	��b ���	�a ��	�a

��	��� ��	�� ��	��� ��	���

Clothing equation� total expenditure coe�cients

Children� ��� ��	�� ��	��a ��	�b ��	��a

��	�� ��	�
� ��	��� ��	
��
Children� ���
 �	�� �	��c �	�a �	
�a

��	�� ��	
�� ��	��� ��	���

Utilities equation� intercept coe�cients

Children� ��� ���	��d �	
�b ��	��b �	��
��	��� ��	�� ��	��� ��	���

Children� ���
 ��	
� �	� ��	��a �	�c

��	�� ��	��� ��	��� ��	���

Utilities equation� total expenditure coe�cients

Children� ��� ��	
�d ��	��b �	
 ��	��b

��	��� ��	�� ��	��� ��	���
Children� ���
 �	�� ��	�� ��	��a ��	�c

��	�� ��	��� ��	��� ��	���

Note� The superscripts a�d denote coe�cient estimates that are statistically
signi�cantly di�erent from zero using two�tailed critical regions of �	��� �	���
�	�� and �	�� respectively	
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Table VI
Actual and Predicted Budget�Shares and Rank Orderings

By Employment Status Groups

Rank
Shares dm � �� df � � dm � �� df � � dm � �� df � � dm � �� df � � correlationb

Food

Actual �����	
a ������
 ������
 �	���


Full�direct �����	
 ������
 ���	��
 �	���
 ����
Restricted�direct ��		�	
 ������
 �����
 �	����
 ����
Restricted�IV ���	�	
 ������
 ������
 �	����
 ����
Full�IV ���	��
 �	����
 �����	
 ������
 ��	�

Clothing

Actual ���	��
 �����
 ������
 �����	


Full�direct ���	��
 �����
 ������
 �����	
 ����
Restricted�direct ������
 ������
 ���	��
 �����	
 ����
Restricted�IV ������
 ������
 ������
 �����	
 ����
Full�IV ������
 �����	
 ������
 ������
 ����

Utilities

Actual ���	�	
 �����
 ������
 ������


Full�direct ���	���	
 �����
 ���	���	
 ������
 ����
Restricted�direct �����	
 ������
 ������
 �����
 ����
Restricted�IV ������
 ������
 ������
 ��	��	
 ���	�
Full�IV ������
 ������
 ��	���
 �����	
 ��	�

Services

Actual ��	���
 ������
 ������
 ���	


Full�direct ��	���
 ������
 ������
 ��	�	
 ����
Restricted�direct ������
 ������
 ������
 �����	
 ����
Restricted�IV ��	���
 ���	��
 ������
 ����	
 ����
Full�IV ������
 �����	
 ������
 �����
 ����

a Budget�share ranks for the four employment status groups are given in parentheses�

b For four pairs �n � 	
 and a one�tailed critical region of ����� the critical value of the Spearman coe�cient of rank
correlation is �����
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Table VII
B�M Actual and Predicted Budget�Shares and Rank Orderings

By Employment Status Groups

Rank
Shares dm � �� df � � dm � �� df � � dm � �� df � � dm � �� df � � correlationb

Food

Actual �����	
a ��	���
 �����
 �	����

Full�IV ��	��
 �	���
 �	��
 ��	�	
 �����

Alcohol

Actual ������
 ������
 �����
 ��	��	

Full�IV ������
 �����
 �������	
 �������	
 ��	�

Fuel

Actual �����	
 ���	��
 ����
 ������

Full�IV �����	
 �����
 ��	���
 ��	��
 ����

Clothing

Actual ������
 �����
 �����
 �����	

Full�IV ���	�
 ������
 �����	
 ������
 ����

Transportation

Actual �����
 ����
 ������
 ����	

Full�IV ��		�
 �����	
 ������
 ������
 ����

Services

Actual �����
 ������
 ������
 �����	

Full�IV �����	
 �����
 ������
 ������
 �����

Other Goods

Actual ���	�	
 ������
 ������
 �����

Full�IV ������
 ������
 ����	
 �����
 ����

Source� Actual budget�shares are from Table I� p� ��� and predicted budget�shares are from Table III� p� �	� in
Browning and Meghir �����
�

a Budget�share ranks for the four employment status groups are given in parentheses�

b For four pairs �n � 	
 and a one�tailed critical region of ����� the critical value of the Spearman coe�cient of rank
correlation is �����

�	�B



APPENDIX

Table A�I

Numbers of Observations� by Survey Year and Family Type

Family type ���� ���� ���� All years

Couples with children �	
 	�� ��� ����

Couples with one child ��� ��	 
�� ����

Couples with two children ��� ��	 ��� ����

Couples with three or

more children ��� ��� ��� ���

Couples with children ���� ��� ���� 

��

All types of couples ���� ���� ���
 	���

��



Table A�II
Numbers of Observations by Family Type and the Work Status

Work Status of the Husband and Wife

Employment Status �dm� df �

Family type ����� ����� ����� ����� All

Couples with children ���	 ��
 ��  ���

Couples with one child 	�� � �� � ����

Couples with two children 
	� ��� �  ����

Couples with three or
more children ��
 

 � � �


Couples with children �� ���	 �� 	� ��		

All types of couples ���
 ��
� ��� �
 ����

Note� The dummy variable dm equals � if hours of work for the husband �hm�
are positive� The dummy variable df equals � if hours of work for the wife �hf �
is positive�

�



Table A�III
Coe�cient Estimates for Full Model

Food Clothing Utilities
Variables IV Direct IV Direct IV Direct

Intercept Coe�cients�

Constant ������ 	
���� ���� ���
� ��	���
 �����
��
�� ������ �
���� �
���� ���
� �
����

Children� 
�� 	���	 ���	 	��� ��� ��	�
 ����
�
���� �	���� �
���� ��
�� �	���� �����

Children� ��	� 	�� 		��� ���
� ��	� ����� 	��	
�	�	
� ����	� �
���� ����� �
��� �	����

Full�time weeks� husband 
��� �
�
� ��
	 �
��	 	��� 
��
�
�		� �
��� �	��� �	��� �
���� �����

Part�time weeks� husband ���	� 
�	� ��
 
�
� ����� �
�
	
�
��
� �
���� �	�	
� �
���� �	���� �
�
�

Full�time weeks� wife ���� 
��� �	��� �
�
� ����� 
��

�	���� �	��� �
���� �
��
� �
���� �	����

Part�time weeks� wife ��	� 
��� �	��� �
�� ��	� 
�	�
�	��� ������ �
��
� �	���� �
���� �	���

Dummy for work� husband �	����� �	���
 	
��
� 
��� ��� �	�	�
�
��	� �	���� �
���� �
�
�� �	��� �
�	��

Dummy for work� wife ������ ������ 	���	� ���� 		���� 
�	�
�	���� ����� �	���� �	���� �
���� �
�
��

Food price 		� ���� ���� ���

 �
�� �
��
�	�
�� �	���� �	�
�� ������ �
�
� �
�
��

Clothing price ���� ���

 �
��� ��
�
� ���	 ���
�
��� ����
� �
�
�� ����� �
���� �
��	�

Utilities price �
�� �
�� ���	 ��� ���� ���
�
�
�� �
�
�� �	�
�� �	���� �
�� �����

Services price �	���� �	��� �	��	 ���
 ���� �	����
�	��� ������ �	���� ������ �
���� ���	�

Wife�s age 
�
� 
�

 �
�
� �
�	� 
�
 
�	�
�
���� �
�		� �	��	� ����	� �
�	� ����	�

C	 ���	 ���� ��
� 
��	 
�
� �	��

�
��	� ����
� �	���� �	�	�� �
�
	� ������

C� ��� ���� �
�		 
�� �	��� �	���
�	���� ����� �
�	
� �
���� �	�
�� ��	��

C ���� 	��� 
��� 
��� 
�
� �
��	
��
�� ���
� �
��� ������ �
�
�� ������

R	 ���� �	�
 �	��� ���
 ��� ����
����� ���	� �	���� ����� ����
� �����

R� 	�� �	
 �
�� �
��� �
�
� �
��
�
��
� ���� �
�
� �	��� �
�
� �
����

R ���
 ����� �
��� 
��� �
��� �
���
�
���� ����� �
���� �
���� �
���� �
����

R� �
��� �	��� �	��� �
��� 
�	� �
���
�
���� ����� �	���� �	���� �
�
�� �
��
�

�	



Table A�III
concluded

Food Clothing Utilities
Variables IV Direct IV Direct IV Direct

Total Expenditure Coe�cients�

Constant ��
��	 �	���� 	���� ���� ����� ��
�
��	�� ������ �	�
�� ����� ����	� ����

Children� 
�� �	��
 �	�
� ��� ���� 		��	 �	�	�
�
���� �	���� �
���� ���	�� �	��� ���	��

Children� ��	� ���
� ���
� 	��� 
��� 	��
 �
��
�
��� ����
� �
���� �	��
� �
���� �	����

Full�time weeks� husband �
�	� 
�

 
��
 
�
� �
�� �
�	

�
��� �
�
� �	��	� ������ �
���� �����

Part�time weeks� husband 	�� �
�
� �
��� �
�
	 	��� 
�


�
���� �
���� �
���� �
�� �	��� �
�
��

Full�time weeks� wife �
��
 �
�
� 
�� 
�
� 
��� �
�
�
�	���� �	���� �
���� �
���� �	�
�� ���	
�

Part�time weeks� wife �	�
� �
�	� 
�� 
�
� 
��� �
�
�
�	���� ��		� �
��	� �	��	� �
���� �	�
�

Dummy for work� husband ���
 ���� ���� �
�� ������ 
��
�	�	�� �	���� �
���� �
���� �	��� �
�	��

Dummy for work� wife ����
 ���	 �	��� �	��� ��� �
�	�
�	���� ���
� �	���� �	���� �	�

� �
�	��

��



Table A�IV
Coe�cient Estimates for Restricted Model

Food Clothing Utilities
Variables IV Direct IV Direct IV Direct

Intercept Coe�cients�

Constant ������ ����	 
����� 
����� 
����� �����
	���� ����� ��	�� ���	� ���	� �����

Children� �
� ����� ���� ����� ���� 
���� 	���
����� ����� ���	� ��	�� ����� ���	�

Children� 	
�� ����	 ����� 
����� 
���� ����	 ����
����� ����� 	���� ����� ����� �����

Food price ���� 	��� �	��� �	��	 
���� 
��	�
����� ����� ����� ����� ���	� �����

Clothing price �	��� �	��	 
����� 
���	� 	��� 	���
����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

Utilities price 
���� 
��	� 	��� 	��� ���� ����
����� ����� ��	�� ����� ����� �����

Services price 
����� 
����� 
���		 
����� 
���	� 
�����
����� 	���� ��	�� ����� ����� �����

Wife�s age ���� ���� 
���	 
���� ���� ����
����� ���	� ����� ����� 	���� ��	��

C� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� 
����
����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

C� ���� ���� 
���� 
���� 
���� 
���	
����� ����� ����� ���	� ����� �����

C� ���� ��	� ��	� ���� 
���� 
����
����� ����� ��	�� ����� ����� �����

R� 
���	 
���� 
���� 
���� ���� ����
����� ����� ����� 	���� ����� 	�	��

R� ���� ��	� 
���� 
���� ���� 
����
��	�� ����� ����� ��	�� ����� �����

R� 
���� 
���� ��	� ���� 
���� 
���	
���	� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

R	 
���� 
���	 
���� 
���� ���� 
���	
����� ����� ����� ����� ����� ��	��

Total Expenditure Coe�cients�

Constant 
����� 
����� ���� ���� ���	 
����
������ ������ ���	� ������ 	���� ��	��

Children� �
� 
���� 
���� 
	��� 
���� ���� 
���	
����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

Children� 	
�� 
��	� 
���	 ���	 ���	 
���� 
��	�
����� 	�	�� 	���� ����� ���	� �����

��


